With the advent of cloud computing, organizations are nowadays able to react rapidly to changing demands for computational resources. Not only individual applications can be hosted on virtual cloud infrastructures, but also complete business processes. This allows the realization of so-called elastic processes, i.e., processes which are carried out using elastic cloud resources. Despite the manifold benefits of elastic processes, there is still a lack of solutions supporting them.
Introduction
Business Process Management (BPM) enables flexible and individualistic composition and execution of services as opposed to hard-coded workflows in off-the-shelf software. Scalability of computational resources for these processes is an important challenge to realize in the next generation of interorganizational processes [1] . In a traditional architecture, resources for human and service tasks within these processes had to be scheduled in advance and were sized so that they were able to allow for processing of tasks even at peak times. However, in non peak-times, resources would not be utilized, leading to overprovisioning. On the other hand, if resources were provided at a level that can only cover part of the processes' resource demands during peak times, processes can either not be carried out (underprovisioning) or provide low Quality of Service (QoS) [2] .
Cloud computing has changed how computing and storage services are provisioned. Through elastic, virtualized infrastructures, it is possible to lease and release the needed resources in an on-demand, utility-like fashion, with billing according to use (metered service or pay-per-use), and to scale the computing infrastructure up and down rapidly (rapid elasticity) [2] . However, we found that as of now, BPM cloud offerings solely focus on providing on-demand platforms and software over the internet in addition to selling traditional software licenses for server installations. Currently, there is very little information on resource elasticity of these offerings or even BPM software to run your own cloud-enabled BPM system. Scientific workflows (SWFs) [3] and corporate data transformation processes, e.g. in master data management or logistics, among others can benefit from such systems. Both have heterogeneous yet mostly heavy computational and storage requirements. This is due to the fact that several steps of calculations and data transformations have to be made in a certain order. Simply providing a Web interface for process design and enactment does not suffice in these cases. It is important to also have access to elastic cloud resources for process enactment [4] .
We believe this lack of elasticity support is due to the fact that for BPM, recent advances in cloud-based application provisioning cannot be transferred unmodified but have to be adapted to ensure consistent behavior when executing processes. For example, business processes carry their own state and may execute over a timeframe that can be longer than the life of a Virtual Machine (VM) provisioned in a given scenario. Hence, certain adjustments have to be made when executing processes. In addition, BPM knowledge, available through monitoring services, can be used to improve the resource prediction of current state of the art Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) auto-scalers. This enables efficient leasing and releasing of computational resources to support execution of process tasks within time and cost constraints.
In this paper, we outline recent advances in BPM and cloud computing that have brought these two worlds closer together. We subsume them under the term elastic BPM -correspondingly, the entities we are discussing are elastic processes [5] . Our focus is on the part of process enactment, as opposed to other phases of the BPM lifecycle such as process design or process evaluation. There are at least two layers to consider when talking about elastic BPM: a business layer, covering all aspects which cannot be implemented to run automatically through a Business Process Management System (BPMS), and an infrastructure layer, covering all aspects of BPM execution. In this paper, we focus primarily on the infrastructure challenges posed and opportunities given by cloud computing and BPM.
We conceive different infrastructure challenges as separate threads or portions of a high level elastic BPM architecture which have interdependencies and intertwine. Following the common states of process enactment, initially there is the challenge of process scheduling: the ordering and execution of processes and their tasks on available resources. Alongside any execution, there is the monitoring of audit data, which presently involves input from and output to third party data streams in real-time. The automatic processing of individual tasks consumes computational resources. The cost-efficient provisioning and deprovisioning of virtualized infrastructure has to go hand in hand with process enactment and the process instances' states. Finally, on a lower level including storage and state management of the applications serving the process, consistency issues have to be dealt with. These topics form the basis of our argument for a coalescence of BPM and cloud computing to allow both worlds to benefit from each other.
The paper provides first hand evidence of the state of the art of performing BPM on cloud infrastructures. In the course of designing and developing our research prototypes for elastic BPM, presented in a later section, we have encountered several obstacles for BPM in the cloud. We have compiled these into five distinct challenges which need to be countered. Concepts and prototypes for some aspects can be found in our research implementations while some other aspects still require further research. For the latter, we have fleshed out concrete research directions for the BPM and cloud communities to investigate, so as to enable truly elastic BPM. This paper is structured as follows. First, we briefly present background work on BPM and cloud computing (Section 2). Then we introduce a BPMS for elastic processes (Section 3) and an overview of the current state of the art regarding the identified infrastructural challenges (Section 4). We underpin our main section on elastic BPM by describing two prototypical research prototypes which have been used to evaluate the benefits of joint BPM and cloud computing realizations (Section 5).
Finally we summarize the findings and systematize future research directions in Sections 6 and 7, respectively.
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Figure 1: Business Process Lifecycle (adapted from [6]) Processes are generally defined as sequences of tasks performed within or across companies or organizations [7] . BPM refers to a collection of tools and methods for achieving an understanding of, managing, and improving an enterprises' process portfolio [8] . Within this portfolio, processes are commonly classified into value-adding core processes and nonvalue-adding supplementary processes. Whereas core processes are considered to contain corporate expertise and produce products or services that are delivered to customers [9] , supplementary processes facilitate the ongoing operation of the core processes. For instance, processes concerning design and production are usually seen as core, human resources processes as supplementary. As opposed to business process reengineering, which is a greenfield methodology, BPM considers planning, controlling, and monitoring of intra-and interorganizational processes with regards to existing operational sequences and structures in a consistent, continuous, and iterative way of process improvement [10] . As can be seen in Figure 1 , the BPM lifecycle usually consists of the following phases: Design & Analysis, Configuration, Enactment, and Evaluation [6] .
The technical means to support BPM are realized through BPMSs, allowing to store process definitions (i.e., process models), manage the enactment of process instances and monitor them, and perform logging. Process models specify process orchestrations which comprise activities along with execution constraints and relations between them. A model is a formal description of a business process where single atomic work units (tasks) are assigned to agents for execution. A task can either refer to work which needs to be performed manually, or to work which can be done automatically by a system. Following the principle of service-oriented computing, applications fulfilling automated tasks are commonly implemented as services [11] .
The automation of a sequence of tasks within a process by a system is often also called a workflow [12] . An instantiated process model which is currently being executed is called a process instance. A BPMS executes and controls these process instances. Process requesters and service providers may define QoS constraints for process models, instances or single tasks in Service Level Agreements (SLAs): execution deadlines (i.e., a maximum turnaround time for the process or task) and cost are the metrics most commonly regarded.
Process choreographies between multiple participants ensure interoperability between process orchestrations of different participants in a collaborative process landscape. A process landscape is made up from a large number of concurrent processes. The process landscape may span different organizations [1] . To allow for such a collaboration, the BPMSs executing process orchestrations communicate with each other by sending and receiving messages [6] . It is important to acknowledge that any process landscape is to some degree hard to predict and everchanging, since requests to execute process instances (process requests) may arrive at any time.
Cloud Computing & Elasticity
Cloud computing enables protected access to a shared pool of configurable computing, storage, or networking resources as well as applications, which can be tailored to the consumer's needs. Cloud resources can be rapidly provisioned and released, and are billed based on actual use -thus reducing initial investment cost [2, 13] . The cloud computing paradigm does not make other software or resource provisioning paradigms obsolete but outlines how infrastructures, platforms, and software can be commoditized and made available as a service rather than as bespoke or as a product. The approach also makes otherwise expensive resources attractive for small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs).
Cloud computing usually distinguishes Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and IaaS [13] in different deployment models: While SaaS is an approach for making software ubiquitously available as a service, PaaS provides development and deployment components to architects or developers as a service so that they can engineer applications based on these resources. IaaS enables users to access virtualized resources via a network. This can include storage, servers or network components and virtualizes physical infrastructure.
While instant remote access to configurable services is a key aspect of cloud computing and often forms the baseline argumentation of cloud offerings, it is only the tip of the iceberg. Providing practically infinitive resources in an adequate timeframe is a feature less visible but highly important when talking about BPM in the cloud. To cope with varying workloads, cloud infrastructure services feature elasticity, i.e., on-demand provisioning of additional infrastructure resources which are perceived to be available in unlimited numbers. Cloud elasticity is more than just resource elasticity, i.e., the ability to scale computing, storage and/or network capacity. Scaling can be done either horizontally (in/out), i.e., additional VMs are (re)leased if necessary, or vertically (up/down), i.e., the size of a particular VM is changed [14] .
Copil et al. [15] additionally contribute the notions of cost and quality elasticity. Cost elasticity refers to the ability to obtain the same service at different price points through different market mechanisms, such as spot vs. commodity markets. Quality elasticity refers to the ability to trade-off QoS against cost by using cheaper services, such as VMs with fewer resources. Elasticity requirements can arise from the application, component, or programming level [15] .
Business processes realized on top of such an elastic infrastructure have been termed elastic processes [5] . Elastic processes go beyond a mere change to the underlying computing infrastructure. When realized, elastic processes would be able to use the infrastructure to flexibly adapt to dynamic changes in the environment, requirements, and data. It is hence necessary to facilitate self-adaptation of BPMSs with regard to leased/released cloud-based computational resources. In the following, we focus on this aspect of cloud computing rather than the mere accessibility of a "BPMS in the cloud".
Example Scenario
In order to provide a basic system model for elastic processes, we describe a simplified example scenario from the financial industry. This example is illustrative only, since elastic BPM can be a solution in every domain which features extensive process landscapes that are hard to predict, including a large number of changing processes instances and/or the need to process large amounts of data in particular work tasks, e.g., eHealth [16] , manufacturing [17] , or Smart Grids [18] .
15% to 20% of banks' overall administrative expenses are attributed to the IT cost [19] . Even when considering only a lower bound of 1% of the IT budget being attributed to computational resources, this is still a major expense post in the banking industry. Since the need for computational resources in business processes may vary throughout the day, using cloud-based computational resources is an obvious approach. In fact, elasticity and scalability have been named as important motivators for cloud adoption in the financial industry [20] . Also, business process enactment using cloud resources has been discussed, however without taking elasticity into account [21, 22] . Figure 2 depicts a simplified business process scenario from the banking industry. It concerns an international bank with branches in Asia, Europe and at the U.S. East Coast. Each of these areas operates its own data processing facilities, which provide capabilities of a private cloud, i.e., apply virtualization and scalability. Processing power is not only needed for longrunning data analytic processes, but also to carry out shorter trading processes, risk assessments, or credit approval processes. Since the amount of data and the number of process instances that need to be handled concurrently may vary to a East Coast Figure 2 : Example Scenario very large extent, it is difficult to predict the required computational resources at each site. Therefore, the data processing facilities are shared between the data centers, if necessary. Also, offices may use resources of other sites to avoid that very large amounts of data have to be transmitted ("code to data"). In addition, public cloud resources can be leased to extend the available computational resources, if the bank's private cloud capacities are fully utilized. However, due to regulations and compliance requirements, not all banking processes are qualified to be outsourced to a public cloud [19] . Figure 2 of course shows only a very small and simplified excerpt from the bank's process landscape. Most importantly, the bank is involved in a large process landscape which includes different business partners, and processes are a lot more complex than depicted. Furthermore, the figure does not capture the dynamics of the process landscape -new process requests may arrive, processes may fail or be changed, and processes are successfully completed. Nevertheless, the example highlights the most important entities in elastic processes:
1. A (distributed) process landscape is made up from a large number of process models and process instances. The process landscape is volatile and may change rapidly. 2. Service composition is applied to enact the process instances. 3. Computational resources are provided by the cloud; both private and public cloud services can be exploited.
Elastic BPM High Level Architecture
Elastic processes require nimble, agile BPMSs able to deal with the inherent dynamism of the cloud environment and process landscape. This motivates rethinking the traditional BPMS architecture to create an elastic BPMS (eBPMS). In this section, we discuss a high level eBPMS architecture and discuss its core components. It has to be mentioned at this stage that elastic BPM is not merely a purely technological problem with a technological solution. BPM commonly involves manual tasks which are performed by human beings. While we propose to use the elasticity of cloud computing to improve BPM technology, it does not solve the issue of delays and process terminations created by a lack of personnel to attend to open worklist items. These managerial elasticity aspects have to be taken into account when implementing such a system in an organization. As for this paper, we focus on the technological challenges in realizing the proposed architecture. These infrastructural challenges form the basis for the rest of the paper.
An Architecture for an Elastic BPMS
We map out the architecture of an eBPMS in form of a deployment architecture meta-model, describing which object types are of relevance, and which relations exist among them. Figure 3 shows an overview of this meta-model. Our description is focused around the core components needed for an eBPMS and hence remains at an introductory level -a more formal specification of the meta-model can be found in [23] .
As can be seen in the figure, the central entity surrounding an eBPMS setup is a VM. It is based on a VM image (or template), has a physical location, and is provided by a computing service (such as Amazon Web Services -AWS). The VM is also the main component enabling elasticity: when required, more instances can be created from the same VM image, hence serving the same purpose; when less VMs are required, some of the VMs performing the same function can be terminated, although this needs to be done with care and consideration for the state of the contained applications -see Section 4.5.
Inside a VM, several systems can be deployed -where Figure 3 focuses on the systems relevant to eBPMS. A system can contain other systems. For instance, a Web Application Server (WAS) can contain a Web Service (WS) container, which can contain various WSs, or a WAS can contain a BPMS, or a BPMS can be stand-alone.
A BPMS is the key component in our architecture. This BPMS has a context and a collection of deployed process models. The BPMS is online, that is, process requests are continuously being received and process instances are continuously launched during its lifetime, as discussed in Section 2.3.
A BPMS for elastic processes needs the capabilities to support the complete process lifecycle as described in Section 2.1. This includes the functionalities to request process instances, schedule process steps, lease, release and allocate cloud-based computational resources, and monitor the process enactment in order to be able to react to faults and other unplanned events. If comparing traditional BPMS and eBPMS, the major extensions and most significant modifications are related to the actual process enactment, e.g., process instantiation, process activation, monitoring facilities, tracking the current and future system landscape, reasoning about optimally utilizing resources under given QoS constraints, and controlling necessary actions (e.g., start/stop servers, move services).
We distinguish human and automated tasks, and tasks implemented by third-party services. The core distinction is that we cannot control many aspects of third party services, but we can control the infrastructure underneath services implementing automated and human tasks executed within our sphere of control. In particular, we can scale up/down/in/out the resources available to a particular task, and we can control the pipeline and achieve fine-granular scheduling.
While Figure 3 shows all eBPMS entities in a single VM, most of the parts are optional and may or may not be deployed within one VM or can be multi-instantiated. In Section 5.1, we will describe a concrete eBPMS implementation with its constituent components deployed in different VMs. The only constraint on the performance of an eBPMS is the amount of resources available in the VM(s) hosting it.
An eBPMS can create process instances from process models, and execute these instances according to QoS constraints associated with the models. Tasks in the model are instantiated for process instances as well, and each process instance has its own contextual parameters. Since there can be multiple instances of an eBPMS deployed in a cloud infrastructure, there is a potential that different process instances may invoke the same services separately, concurrently, and repeatedly.
Finally, VMs performing the same function may be grouped into Auto-Scaling Groups (ASGs), which control the number of functionally equivalent VMs. Typically, the identity of a VM in an ASG is not of importance -only that there are x VMs, all instantiations of a certain machine image, present in the group. The parameter x can be controlled manually, via an API (i.e., a custom scaling controller), or by cloud provider-specific scaling mechanisms. To spread the load over the available VMs, load balancers can be used. These can be independent of ASGs, but cloud providers like AWS offer both services in an integrated fashion, where new instances in an ASG are automatically registered with the respective load balancer (called Elastic Load Balancer -ELB), and retired instances are deregistered automatically. It is important to be aware of the VMs' states as they might be crucial for the successful completion of a process. For example, despite being idle, a VM which is still waiting for a process reply cannot be terminated without compensation on the process side. 
Challenges for Elastic BPM
The deployment architecture meta-model presented above describes a dynamic environment in which cloud-based computational resources and the eBPMS are subject to varying workloads. As mentioned before, elasticity of cloud infrastructure allows systems to meet dynamic resource demands.
Existing BPMSs could be adapted to the proposed deployment meta-model. However, this would ignore the many issues and challenges that would become apparent when the resulting eBPMS is used in production. The first issue would be the scheduling of tasks in process instances. Resource elasticity makes it possible to spawn enough VMs to allocate all tasks at once. This however ignores the interdependencies between tasks in a process instance as well as the exorbitant cost that this would entail. However, elasticity presents new opportunities for optimizing task schedules. For instance, cost elasticity, such as the notion of spot instances, can be employed to speed up process enactment through selective parallelization without much additional cost. Therefore, elasticity introduces a new perspective from which to tackle scheduling for process instances.
This leads us to the allocation of resources to tasks. While in theory, resource elasticity is assumed to be instant, in practice, there is a delay between provisioning a resource and the time when it is available. This motivates the need for methods to predict demand so as to provision resources in advance. QoS constraints defined for process instances can also influence resource allocation. For example, strict QoS requirements may lead to overprovisioning, where more resources than needed are allocated so that QoS requirements are always met.
Effective prediction methods hinge on extrapolations from detailed performance data obtained from previous process instantiations, task executions, service invocations and provisioning operations. Recent developments have led to a deluge of performance data that needs to be processed as fast and accurately as possible in order to feed into resource planning. This motivates rethinking of process monitoring in BPMS.
The discussion so far has assumed a central decision-making component, a controller, that keeps track of the global state of a BPMS including status of all process and task executions, and the resource conditions. However, with the increase in the scale of a system, the number of variables under observation increases exponentially. The central controller becomes a bottleneck for the BPMS. A decentralized architecture enables the controller to be decoupled and its functions distributed among a number of nodes in the system. However, decentralization brings with it problems of coordination as well.
Last but not the least, current BPMS largely assume that the state of the system is knowable, is reflected in a database and is consistent throughout the duration of process enactment. However, resource elasticity induces huge variations in the configuration and state of an eBPMS and its context. Thus, the knowledge of the eBPMS may be out of sync with the true state of the system. This could cause problems with task execution.
We posit that realizing a truly elastic BPMS involves meeting each of these infrastructural challenges, namely scheduling, resource allocation, process monitoring, decentralized coordination, and state management. In the following section, we will discuss the current state of the art in these areas.
Infrastructural Challenges for Elastic Processes
Scheduling for Elastic Processes
(Business) Process scheduling is defined as the problem to find an execution sequence for the process so that its tasks are finished under given constraints, e.g., timing, causality, and resource constraints [24, 25] . Especially scheduling under causality and timing constraints has been a major research topic in recent years, while resource constraints are a relatively new topic [26] . Scheduling under resource constraints describes the function of analyzing a queue of process instances or tasks, respectively, deriving the demand for (computational) resources, and allocating tasks to these resources [27] . For elastic processes as regarded within this paper, these distributed computational resources are provided through a public or private cloud or a mixture of both. The basic goal of process scheduling is the schedule, i.e., a description of which tasks will be executed at what point of time using which computational resources. Instead of just meeting these constraints, scheduling usually aims at maximizing QoS subject to the given constraints, e.g., through defining an optimization problem. Since the execution time of a particular task is only partially known in advance, scheduling for elastic processes is a stochastic scheduling problem [28] .
In an elastic BPM scenario, the process queue can change rapidly due to newly arriving process requests or since computational resources do not perform as expected. Hence, it might be necessary to quickly adapt the schedule. This poses a problem, since optimization for process tasks (here: provided through cloud-based computational resources) under given constraints is a NP-hard problem [29] and there is no known way to decide such problems in polynomial time [30] . Hence, heuristics and approximations need to be found to compute a schedule. A very important input for process scheduling is knowledge about the runtime of tasks on particular resources. In most existing work, this is done by defining such a time span. However, for cloud resources and elastic processes, this information needs to be derived from historical monitoring data (see Section 4.3), where some degree of uncertainty is unavoidable [31] .
In this subsection, we discuss research on scheduling for elastic processes. First, we briefly discuss approaches in traditional BPMS, then, scheduling for SWFs and grid workflows, and finally elastic processes are addressed.
In traditional BPMS, jobs are processed rather flow-than schedule-oriented, i.e., tasks are attributed to human-or machine-based resources and these resources pick their next task themselves without taking care of deadlines [16] . The theoretical foundations for process scheduling can be traced to the fields of Operation Management and Operations Research, where jobs are scheduled on a number of machines [28, 32] . In particular, scheduling for (flexible) flow shops and job shops [33] is related to the field of elastic processes, since basic assumptions are the same for such shops and elastic process enactment. However, in their basic forms, neither flow shops nor job shops take into account scalability of the resources.
Within traditional BPMS, which usually address both human-and machine-provided tasks, scheduling is mostly considered with regard to timing and control flow, e.g., [24] , or instead of scheduling based on deadlines, a first-in-first-out (FIFO) approach is applied [32] . While there are some approaches to include time constraints in BPMS, e.g., [34, 35] , resource allocation is usually not regarded together with timing [36] . This is however a major objective for elastic processes, since resource utilization and scheduling have an effect on each other. Especially the cost constraint is directly affected by the chosen resource allocation.
There are several approaches to scheduling for business processes, which have different optimization goals like reducing the number of late processes or the mean tardiness percentage [32] . However, none of them can be directly applied to elastic processes, since a fixed amount of resources is foreseen [32, 34] , cost are not regarded [32] , and/or only single process instances are taken into account [34, 36] .
Several approaches for workflow scheduling for grid computing have been analyzed in a survey by Yu and Buyya, with a specific focus on SWFs [27] . Since this survey provides a very comprehensive overview of such scheduling approaches, we abstain from another in-depth discussion, but want to highlight that scheduling algorithms (for SWFs) in grids are only partially applicable to elastic processes, especially since the aspect of resource allocation (see Section 4.2) in terms of VM provisioning is not taken into account [37] .
Scheduling for SWFs has also been proposed with regard to cloud-based computational resources and cost minimization, e.g., [38] . Some approaches take into account overall runtime of single SWFs [39] or even user-defined deadlines [40, 41] , but concurrent workflows are not regarded.
While the discussed approaches from the field of SWF scheduling offer interesting ideas and insights, there are certain differences between business processes and SWFs which prevent a direct adaptation of such approaches [12] . First, SWFs and business processes differ in their goals ("experimental" vs. "business-driven") and therefore, the QoS requirements of the latter are of much more importance. Second, the number and characteristics of process instances are different, as for business processes, it is common that a large number of identical processes is carried out concurrently, while for SWFs, many interdependent, (slightly) different instances of the same workflow are carried out in batches. Third, SWFs are usually datafloworiented, i.e., the execution flow follows the dataflow; this explains the focus on data exchange applied by most of the approaches. In contrast, in business processes, the control flow is explicitly modeled while data-related interdependencies between process instances are only of secondary importance [42] . As a result, existing approaches from the SWF field are not directly applicable to business processes.
The number of scheduling approaches explicitly aiming at concurrent elastic processes is still straightforward: There are scheduling heuristics aiming at reducing the mean cost and mean turnaround time of all process instances while taking into account SLAs for single instances [43] . Other approaches disregard SLAs, and the optimization is either Pareto-optimal or based on weights or priorities indicating the importance of cost and turnaround time [44, 45] . Recent investigations have considered SLAs in terms of deadlines for single tasks and single process instances, but only sequential processes are supported [46, 47, 48] . Notably, all these approaches to scheduling for elastic processes also take into account resource allocation.
It should also be noted that there are several approaches to schedule single QoS-constrained applications on cloud-based computational resources, e.g., [49, 50] , partially even taking into account that applications are made up from parallel tasks, e.g., [51] . These approaches all aim at cost-efficiency and do not take into account the process perspective.
Resource Allocation
As has already been discussed in the section on process scheduling, BPMS traditionally use a fixed (and thus limited) amount of computational resources for executing processes, if resources are regarded at all. With the advent of cloud computing, however, BPMS can benefit from the full potential of scalable cloud resources and can dynamically use as many resources as actually required. Processes with varying demands of computational resources can, thus, be executed on virtualized infrastructure to scale on-demand.
Business processes orchestrate tasks as service requests in a structured, procedural fashion. This process knowledge is valuable additional data for predicting resource demand, which current infrastructure scaling mechanisms do not take into account. Hence, this pre-existing knowledge present in (e)BPMS can and should be used to improve infrastructure resource controllers through the process-based alignment of available computational resources with the respective demand. Otherwise, the behavior of business processes with long-running transactions may cause bottlenecks which currently cannot be handled. For example, a process may at one stage build up too large a backlog which is processed simultaneously through a scaled-up ASG. Any independent, subsequent auto-scaling services will be overburdened, since they were not prepared to receive such a significant amount of process instances at once.
This motivates the development of a process knowledgeaware IaaS resource controller instead of the non-BPMaware auto-scaling services commonly available in commercial clouds. As we will discuss shortly, present researchers have also not provided enough consideration to the problem of using process knowledge for auto-scaling.
While scheduling deals with distributing workload over time slots of available resources, resource planning is concerned with predicting future requests and workload, proactively planning how many resources of which type to acquire/release, and doing so when needed. A design alternative to prediction and planning is to have a purely reactive system, i.e., to base decisions on acquiring/releasing resources solely on current (or recent) monitoring data. Of course, hybrid solutions are possible as well: predict, plan, but if reality deviates from the prediction, react quickly.
For predicting request arrival frequency, traditional techniques such as predicting values from time series data can be used, e.g., [52, 53] . Such techniques can work in complete autonomy, and make predictions on the request frequency purely by observing incoming requests to date. In contrast, there are event-aware techniques such as [54] , where the operator of a system can manually inform the prediction engine about planned events -such as start of ticket sales for big events, marketing promotions, product announcements, etc. The expectation is that the request profile during an event may look dramatically different from the usual request profile.
In order to estimate upcoming workload, it is necessary to predict the number of requests made to a process model, and how much workload a request causes where. In the context of elastic processes, requests are made with regard to a particular process model. These can be requests triggering new instances of a model, or intermediate message exchanges. As for intermediate messages, these can either influence workload, e.g., by triggering a stream of the process that has been waiting for this message, or not. In the former case, the workload caused by the message can be regarded similarly as the workload triggered by a request that creates a new process instance; in the latter case, the request does not influence the workload. There have been a number of publications discussing workload prediction for traditional BPMS [55, 56, 57] .
In order to serve the predicted workload, it is necessary to acquire resources in a timely fashion. For instance, if it takes 3 minutes from requesting a new VM until it is available, booted up, and all application logic prepared for serving requests, then this lag needs to be planned for.
Typically, public cloud providers offer resource types at certain levels of service, e.g., a VM with 4 cores, 16GB of RAM, etc. The selection problem is thus a discrete one: how many resources of which size shall be requested? In contrast, private cloud and virtualization techniques can offer much more finegrained vertical scaling, e.g., by allowing to specify the amount of RAM in small increments. 1 The question then is how to split the available physical hardware into chunks of virtualized resources, and the finer steps of course mean that there are a lot more options to consider.
Finally, it is necessary to have an estimation model of the capacity of resource types -from load balancers over the network capacity to computing power, RAM, disk speed, etc. Given such a capacity model, it is possible to estimate how the relative load on each resource metric will develop, based on the predicted workload.
An alternative to request prediction is to focus purely on the current load of resources, and make scaling decisions reactively. At any rate, resources must be acquired and released to accommodate changes in demand. In the general case -i.e., without regard to the specific needs of elastic processes -acquisition of cloud-based computational resources for single services and applications has been investigated by a number of researchers. Some have focused on cost-efficient resource allocation, e.g., [58] , and the enforcement of SLAs, e.g., [59, 60] . There are also approaches which aim at achieving a higher resource utilization [44, 61, 62] . Usually, resource acquisition is done in a reactive way based on rules. Other researchers have used machine learning to automatically scale an application up or down [62] . All these approaches do not take into account BPM, but instead focus on reactive scaling for single applications.
Furthermore, scaling in any way can require follow-on configuration. For instance, once a new VM is available, it needs to be registered -e.g., in an ASG -in order for it to receive traffic. Also, the network configuration might need to be updated. Removing a VM needs to be done in the opposite order: deregistering it first, waiting until all running operations have been completed, and then shutting it down.
Depending on the cost models of the given cloud provider, it may not make sense to shut down a VM at an arbitrary point of time. For instance, AWS charges VM usage by the hour. Thus, rather than shutting down a machine that is no longer required, one may rather keep it in a pool of VMs on standby until a few minutes before the next billing time unit starts. Details of such a strategy can be found in [63] .
Resource acquisition with regard to elastic processes has been discussed as a "side-effect" of process scheduling by a number of researchers (see Section 4.1). Apart from that, there are very few approaches, which in any case have some limitations, e.g., since it is not allowed that service instances running on the same VM may be shared between concurrent processes [64] . As a result, the potential for optimization of resource allocation is not completely exploited. Related to approaches directly aiming at elastic processes, there are approaches for multi-service web applications, with the different applications being composed in a directed acyclic graph [65] . It is unclear as yet if such techniques could be adapted to BPM scenarios with potentially complex control flows.
Process Monitoring and Data Collection
The concept of Event-Driven Architectures (EDAs) is a recent addition to the list of architecture paradigms for system landscapes. It often complements service-oriented architectures (SOAs). It emphasizes the orchestration of applications and processes through events which can originate anywhere from external sensors to internal or external business IT systems [66] . The core idea is to enable systems to anticipate and react to normal and abnormal event types and adapt the execution of underlying business processes.
An event is defined as a data object that is a record of an activity that has happened, or is thought of happening in a system [66] . The event signifies the activity. Such objects comprise, among others, activities, actors, data elements, applications, or entire processes. Due to the high volume, velocity and possibly variety of simple events, events may need to be correlated and aggregated to complex events to provide meaningful insights. This requires scalable processing technology. Complex event processing (CEP) is such a technology. It comprises a set of techniques for making sense of the behavior of a system by deriving higher-level knowledge from lower-level system events in an online fashion by filtering, pattern matching, and transforming [67] . Through the definition of abstraction relationships, it is possible to define complex events by aggregating a set of lower-level events. Hence, a complex event signifies a complex activity which consists of all the activities that the aggregation of individual events signified. Orthogonal to the concept of aggregation is the concept of causality. Lower-level events might happen in dependence of each other. Causality plays an important role in any kind of root cause analysis, both online and ex-post.
Recently, event-based or event-driven BPM approaches have emerged [68] . In the context of eBPMS, the ability to define business rules dynamically and correlate events from a variety of resources is crucial. Events in BPM can root from distributed IT systems which are not accessible by consumers and potentially federated amongst multiple entities. Here, CEP emerges as a valuable instrument for a timely analysis of BPM-and other service-or infrastructure-related events. The interaction of CEP and elastic BPM can be bi-directional, as other systems can act as (a) a producer and as (b) a consumer of events [67] .
CEP as part of elastic BPM can be applied to monitor and control elastic processes in real-time. This extends upon the real-time concept of business activity monitoring by leveraging the capabilities of CEP to include decision making and feedback mechanisms to the originating service network and other systems. This effectively means that a CEP engine, in parts, manages rather than observes the execution of the service networks. Hence, one could also speak of business activity management rather than of monitoring [68] .
Any architecture for elastic event-driven BPM is based on the typical tri-partition in CEP. In most CEP applications, there is a distinction between the entities that input events into the actual CEP system (event producers), the entities that process the events (event processors), and the entities that receive the events after processing (event consumers).
The major event producers in BPM are individual systems (application servers) providing orchestrated or atomic services. In cloud-based process choreographies, process enactment may be distributed amongst independent service providers having varying levels of autonomy and potentially a multitude of different systems. Typically, every eBPMS provides an environment for the execution and interaction of services, based on existing process choreography definitions. These systems' logging components offer functions to track the progress of execution and log corresponding audit data including data on occurred state transitions of choreography-relevant objects (e.g., processes, services, resources, work items). This audit data constitutes a rich source of service execution events for subsequent analysis, but is usually not accessible from outside the individual execution engine. Hence, an event publisher output adapter is required to make the data available for participating parties in a service network. The main functions of this output adapter is sniffing, formatting, and sending of events [66] .
In the sniffing step, the adapter detects events in the local audit data (service orchestration) and other relevant sources (e.g., work item lists or cloud-based computational resources). Typically, the sniffer maintains a list of filters that defines which events should be observed and subsequently extracted to prevent sensible data from being published or to simply reduce the volume of events. Such filters can be defined on type level or instance level. It is important that event sniffing must be benign, i.e., it must not change the service network's behavior. After detecting an event, the corresponding data has to be extracted and transformed to a common event format.
However, not all system events can be easily mapped into a standard format. Efficient or even standardized monitoring of processes or cloud resources is still in its infancy. As of now, only basic health information on cloud resources is made available for service consumers. Amazon's CloudWatch API, for example, allows for the monitoring of basic information like minimum, maximum or average CPU load, memory usage or request latency through a standardized API. Correlation of resource events to process events (or vice-versa) is not supported as of now, as existing cloud resource management services do not incorporate the notion of processes or service choreographies. Through the application of this concept of event output adapters, existing cloud resources can be integrated into an event-driven eBPMS allowing for an aggregation of events towards higher-level network events like potential performance slowdown as system metrics reach thresholds.
Besides eBPMS and cloud infrastructure, there are a number of other systems that can act as event sources: sensors, for instance, can produce events that signify the actual execution of a physical service activity or report on real-world events that are happening in the context of the execution (e.g., weather changes, traffic conditions, position and movement of objects). Transactional systems, such as ERP or CRM systems, can produce events that are related to choreographies but lie outside of the control sphere of a service network (e.g., low stock alert, creation of a master data record).
The raw events sent out by the various event producers are received and processed by an event processor, i.e., the actual CEP system. Positioning CEP as a central component in this event-driven measurement and management architecture is crucial. CEP systems are typically deployed in a centralized fashion, however, there are early versions of CEP engines which can be hosted in the cloud or in a distributed fashion. In any case, queries can be staged and distributed so that the risk of a single point of failure within the service network can be minimized. Through virtualization, placement of the event processor (in any of its occurrences illustrated below) in the cloud can reduce its susceptibility. Events are processed in an event processing network as introduced at the beginning of this section.
After processing, events are queued into an output event stream, ready to be forwarded to possible event consumers. The outgoing data does not necessarily have to be represented as an event anymore; it can, for example, be in the form of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), messages, or remote function calls.
Finally, an event consumer is an entity that receives and visualizes or acts upon events from a CEP system. It is the logical counterpart of the event producer. Dashboards, messaging services, and choreography participants are the main event consumers in an elastic BPM scenario. An event output adapter of a CEP system might, for instance, initiate new elastic process instances or lease or release virtualized infrastructure. However, as of today, most BPMS can only be called via SOAP or REST messages. Likewise, manipulating or updating the conditions of a choreography execution is next to impossible today, although corresponding resource allocation might have a major impact and change decisions which control the flow of a choreography instance [69] . An API call to allocate more resources for a particular service (e.g., in case of dropped availability or responsiveness) or suspend, resume, or cancel running service instances (which could be anything from a single service to a choreography) could lead to an increase in needed computational resources. A comprehensive summary of the current state of the art of event-driven BPM can be found in [70] .
Decentralized Coordination for Process Enactment
Traditionally, a BPMS has been a single component that parses the process model to create process instances and tasks, schedules the tasks onto available resources and monitors their execution. A centralized BPMS exhibits poor scalability as it becomes a single point of failure and congestion in the network [71] . It would also not be scalable while handling large numbers of long-running, data-intensive process instances, as it is the case in an elastic process landscape. Furthermore, clouds are dynamic systems with multiple variables such as workload and resource conditions changing simultaneously. A centralized component may therefore not be able to quickly react to changing conditions, especially when large numbers of resources are involved. Therefore, these are not able to take full advantage of rapid elasticity of cloud platforms.
However, in recent years, with the advent of grid and cloud computing, there has been a rethinking on the architecture of the BPMS itself. This has led to extensive research on decentralized process management in recent years [71, 72, 73, 74] . One model of decentralization involves a master enactment engine that delegates responsibility to slave engines for managing a subset of the process tasks or functions such as data management [75] . Another model involves independent components that manage disjoint workflow executions yet coordinate task execution and resource management with each other via a peerto-peer (P2P) network.
Many projects have employed P2P networks as the communication substrate. SwinDeW-C [76] is a decentralized BPMS that uses the broadcast-based JXTA P2P protocol for communication. Rahman et al. [73] describe a system based on the notion of independent resource managers cooperating in a P2P environment to cooperatively execute tasks from different processes. The resource managers post information about the resources under their control to a d-dimensional distributed tuple space that is maintained on top of a Distributed Hash Table  (DHT) . Process enactment is mediated by resource brokers who search for appropriate resources in the coordination space and make claims on the resources to execute tasks. Claims from different brokers are resolved by the managers according to their priority, the amount of resources requested and that available.
Stojnic and Schuldt [77] introduce OSIRIS-SR which is also a decentralized process execution engine wherein the execution of tasks is delegated to a P2P network of independent nodes. Information about the tasks, the nodes, and their load is maintained in a set of separate global repositories that are replicated via a publish/subscribe (pub/sub) mechanism. This bus can be maintained on top of a P2P network as well as other communication substrates. The same motivations have led to the introduction of decentralized architectures for process orchestration and execution. BPELcube [78] is a process execution framework where tasks are distributed over a P2P architecture organized as a hypercube. Within BPELcube, each peer can act as a manager for executing a single process instance and distribute tasks to nodes on the basis of Least Recently Used order. G. Li et al. [79] describe NIÑOS, a distributed process execution engine based on a P2P pub/sub system [80] . NIÑOS features an agent-based architecture where the execution of a business process is distributed among a network of agents that collaborate via pub/sub messages. The messages from the WS invoked in the course of the execution are translated to and from the pub/sub messages by the agents.
While a decentralized architecture brings with it a gain in reliability and scalability, this is balanced by the requirement of ensuring reliable communications between the components. Yet, Benatallah et. al [81] [83] and LoM2HiS [61] are able to dynamically provision resources in order to meet the needs of process enactment. However, this brings with it the attendant problems of a centralized BPMS discussed previously.
While systems such as Grid-Federation [73] and BPELcube [78] have the notion of automatic resource allocation and deallocation, they have not been deployed in elastic contexts where the most critical decision is when to take on the additional cost of provisioning a resource or the responsibility of removing a resource. Therefore, a decentralized eBPMS should involve local managers that are independently able to provision or deprovision nodes as needed to meet the SLAs of process instances as well as to keep cost in check. The local managers can cooperate to execute tasks and to share the load amongst themselves. Since there is no centralized authority to oversee executions, the system has to be self-regulating so as to avoid situations such as a glut or scarcity of resources due to over-or underprovisioning respectively.
Decentralization is also core to the notion of EDAs described in the previous section. Traditional SOA-driven BPM depends on invocation of services needed for completing a task. Within EDAs, services publish events which are then subscribed to by process managers [84, 85] . The latter react to these events through their actions which then result in further events. An EDA allows different components involved in process orchestration and execution to be decoupled, and some amount of control to be delegated to the service bus. Also, since the execution is reactive, this architecture is suitable for integrating elasticity actions, such as provisioning or deprovisioning instances, that are taken in response to events such as SLA violations.
State Management
There are different states associated with the enactment of a process instance, which are related to the process lifecycle (see Section 2.1). The configuration state encompasses the setup of a BPMS and that of the service instances. However, this does not imply that the BPMS necessarily controls the configuration of the service instances. In a cloud computing setup, a service may be deployed on a set of VMs, and the eBPMS may merely be aware of their location. The process enactment state includes the current status of the tasks under execution, list of tasks that are waiting to be executed and the dataflows that are in progress. This corresponds to the data collected and maintained by the process scheduler (see Section 4.1) during process enactment.
In a centralized BPMS, this data is maintained in a persistent medium, such as a database, in a single location. Where the BPMS is decentralized, each of the independent components may maintain their own individual databases. In this case, the enactment state encompasses the state stored in databases as well as the messages sent between the components. Notwithstanding these, each of the service instances also has its own state maintained in a database.
The process enactment may require an environment with specific communication, availability, performance, security and isolation conditions [86] . In traditional application deployment, information about software configuration is stored in a central location and it is assumed to be accurate and appropriate for any condition. Configuration is changed in a controlled manner and the effects of changes are known to be predictable. This assumption breaks down in an elastic process landscape as components (here: services) of an application (here: elastic process) may be constantly redeployed among VMs as they are provisioned and deprovisioned. This may violate the conditions that were set down when the application was deployed.
This problem of preserving correctness while applying changes to a business process in enactment is well-known [87] . Historically, this problem has been well-studied in the context of adaptive workflow management [88] . This research has led to formal specifications for correctness of workflow executions with pre-and post-conditions that have to be satisfied while applying changes to the workflow structure [89] . Changes allowed in this model are modifications to the controlflow or dataflow in a workflow in order to deal with dynamic conditions. However, as described in previous sections, elastic processes are subject to changes to infrastructure in which computing, storage and network elements as well as applications are added or removed on-demand. This introduces new challenges in configuration management to satisfy correctness of process enactment. Indeed, the notion of correctness for elastic processes will have to be defined as different scenarios could produce different outcomes, all of them valid.
Recent configuration management tools such as CFEngine [90] , Chef 3 and Puppet 4 provide declarative interfaces to specify and control application deployment on clouds as well as to manage scaling of applications. Chef and Puppet are centralized systems relying on configurations derived from a single source of truth. CFEngine uses autonomous agents that voluntarily cooperate to maintain a stable configuration in the face of varying resource conditions [90] . However, these and other tools are primarily devoted to system management.
Some of the research on autonomic process management in cloud environments [91, 92] have explored agent-based and reinforcement learning approaches for adapting configurations in the face of dynamic workloads. However, the focus of these approaches is more on resource management during process enactment and less on other aspects of configuration management. Furthermore, these solutions are designed for an environment where the eBPMS is in control of the service deployment which may not always be the case, especially in business processes. Therefore, there is a need for continuous configuration checks so that the process executes to its specifications.
The process enactment state also has to be consistent throughout any operation to avoid faults. Scaling up the persistence layer is not as clear-cut as it is for the application layer. Data consistency and durability have to be considered while adding or removing nodes from a data management system.
There are different ways in which persistent state can be adapted to elastic conditions [93] . One approach involves storing it in relational database management systems (RDBMS) that are deployed onto VMs. Scaling up the database is performed by adding VMs. This is also similar to commercial services such as Amazon's Relational Database Service 5 , Microsoft Azure SQL Database 6 or Google Cloud SQL 7 . This approach provides a standard method, namely Structured Query Language (SQL), for interfacing with the database as well as strong transactional guarantees. This means that existing BPMS and services that use RDBMSs will be able to scale on cloud infrastructure without modification. However, such systems are limited in their elasticity as the operations required for scaling up are resource-intensive and time-consuming.
Another approach involves storing persistent data in socalled NoSQL data stores such as Apache Cassandra 8 or MongoDB 9 . These commonly offer a weaker consistency model and limited support for transactions. They provide a variety of NoSQL interfaces, all of which are based on a reduced subset of SQL-like primitives. (e)BPMS would have to be reengineered in order to support these alternative databases. However, these offer better performance than RDBMS, particularly on cloud infrastructures. Also, it has been shown that such databases can be scaled in a lightweight and frictionless manner [94] , and therefore, are able to use resources in a more efficient fashion.
eBPMS Realisations
In Section 4, the current state of the art for different infrastructural challenges for elastic BPM has been discussed. In this section, we give examples in terms of two research eBPMS which represent the current state of the art, namely the Fuzzy BPM-aware Auto-Scaler and the Vienna Platform for Elastic Processes. These eBPMSs focus on resource allocation and process scheduling.
It should be noted that there are various approaches to bring BPMS to the cloud, i.e., as SaaS. Both research, e.g., [95] , and commercial solutions, e.g., by IBM 10 or Bizflow 11 , are available. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no ap-proaches where these SaaS-BPMSs are able to provide elastic processes as defined in Section 2.2. The Fuzzy BPM-aware Auto-Scaler is primarily a BPMaware resource controller 12 based on a Mamdani fuzzy controller [63, 96] . It monitors process KPIs and VM KPIs, preprocesses the data, and evaluates it with fuzzy rules of a fuzzy control model to determine how many VMs to add or to remove, if any, from a load balancer. It then executes a scaling decision and -after the scaling execution has completed or timed out due to failure or excessive delay -the procedure is started again.
The scaling rules of the underlying resource controller consists of a premise, the input from one or more sensors, and a conclusion, the output related to one or more actuators. A rule's conclusion is applicable only if the situation described by the rule's premise is observed. The control rules can only be useful if the occurring linguistic terms are defined. Therefore, all appearing terms have to be defined for the respective co-domain by an associated fuzzy set. Both premise and conclusion are defined using linguistic variables and linguistic values. In fuzzy theory, linguistic terms are mathematically represented in form of membership functions describing fuzzy sets. Hence, each linguistic term of each linguistic variable has a respective fuzzy set associated.
To derive a control action from sensor input, the fuzzy controller's control logic has to evaluate the rule base. This is done in two steps: (a) evaluate all rules individually and (b) aggregate individual results of the rules into a global result. The Fuzzy BPM-aware Auto-Scaler currently bases its scaling decisions on four input parameters obtained from the eBPMS and the load balancers of the ASGs: average complexity of started instances, average turnaround time of completed instances, change in process backlog, and number of active VMs (see Figure 4) .
Average complexity of started instances provides an indicator of the dimension of the requested workload during the current control cycle. It is a value calculated from variables either populated during process enactment or used for process instantiation. The value of this variable can be used to estimate (future) resource requirements. The average turnaround time of completed instances provides an indicator of the timeliness of process instances that terminated (successfully). This provides insight into whether the preceding resource situation allowed timely completion. Yet, looking at the instantiation complexity and completion time of process instances in a sliding time window does not provide sufficient information whether bottlenecks occur within the process. This information is obtained by calculating the difference between the number of completed instances and the number of started instances during a control cycle. This value forms the change in backlog and indicates whether the number of currently active process instances has increased or decreased. The number of active VM indicates the amount of computational resources and is determined by the number of VMs actually in service behind a load balancer.
Starting and stopping VMs takes a certain amount of time, simply registering or deregistering a running VM with a load balancer is considerably faster. Also, a VM may be charged in billing time units such as by the hour counting from the start time of the VM. Economic considerations therefore dictate that a VM should be stopped close to the end of the billing time unit.
Scaling-in is intended to reduce the number of VMs in service behind a load balancer by a certain number. This can be achieved by stopping or merely deregistering VMs. Scaling-out is the task of increasing the number of VMs in service behind a load balancer. Registering idle VMs is preferred over starting and registering new VMs. Hence, the first step is to identify the set of running, yet idle and not registered VMs. We then take as many required VMs as possible from this set and re-register them. If necessary, the number of additionally needed VMs is started concurrently.
A third option is that no scaling is needed, i.e., to not change the current distribution of VMs. Hence, the controller performs no action and eventually starts the next control cycle.
The Vienna Platform for Elastic Processes
Action Engine The Vienna Platform for Elastic Processes (ViePEP) is an eBPMS implemented for usage with Openstack 13 [46, 47, 48] . Figure 5 provides an overview of the ViePEP architecture.
ViePEP takes care of hosting and managing software services in a cloud environment and maps process requests (issued by clients, i.e., the process requesters) onto services which are deployed on cloud-based computational resources in order to execute them. ViePEP considers and ensures SLAs stated by clients while still being as cost-efficient as possible.
In order to realize this, ViePEP provides the following top level components: The Client can issue a process request in terms of a process model and input data. In addition, the Client can define SLAs for the process request. Within these SLAs, deadlines on process level or for a particular task can be defined. After receiving the request, ViePEP schedules and performs the process enactment while ensuring the given SLAs are met.
To achieve this, the BPMS VM offers the eBPMS features of ViePEP, as follows. The Workflow Manager is responsible for accepting process requests. These requests are stored in a queue for later or immediate enactment. If an SLA is defined for a particular process, the Scheduler is able to compute at what point of time the execution has to be started in order to ensure SLA adherence. This start time is computed by the scheduler by making use of a deadline-based scheduling algorithm [47] . The scheduling plan is handed to the Reasoner which computes the required resources. If the reasoner derives that a particular VM is under or over-utilized, rescheduling is triggered [46] . Beside accepting process requests, the workflow manager is responsible for performing the actual execution, i.e., it assigns each task to a specific software service running on a particular VM. The Load Balancer is able to balance the service requests on the available resources in order to have a relatively even load on each VM. The information for that is read from the Shared Memory which stores the actual CPU and RAM load on the available resources. This information is also used by the reasoner, which enables ViePEP to react to an under or overprovisioned system in time and to issue corresponding countermeasures, i.e., Start/Stop a VM and Deploy/Move a service [97] .
The Backend VM is another crucial part of ViePEP. In a ViePEP-enabled elastic process landscape, several Backend VMs are deployed. These host an Application Server on which a single service is hosted. Besides this service, a Monitor is started, which measures the system's CPU and RAM usage and the deployed service's response time. It should be noted that ViePEP's current monitoring approach is based on CEP. Monitoring data is stored and shared between the BPMS VM in the shared memory instead. In addition to the application server, an Action Engine is deployed. It is able to execute the different actions issued by the reasoner.
Future Research Directions
In the previous sections, we have discussed the current state of the art regarding the identified infrastructural challenges for elastic processes, namely scheduling, resource allocation, process monitoring, decentralized coordination, and state management. Furthermore, we have discussed the capabilities of two state of the art research eBPMS prototypes. We found that solutions aiming at elastic processes and elastic BPM are scarce and that the field is in general still in its infancy -current solutions should be regarded as preliminary and limited early attempts.
Thus, a broad range of research topics needs to be addressed. In this section, we highlight selected research topics for the different infrastructural challenges discussed in Section 4. Note that this list is by no means exhaustive -the list of identified research topics is giving our subjective impression of the most urgent and relevant research challenges at the time of writing.
Challenges 1 & 2: Scheduling and Resource Allocation
We strongly believe that scheduling and resource allocation for elastic processes should always be seen together, since open research questions need to regarded for both challenges.
Hybrid Clouds and Interclouds. So far, no approach for elastic processes takes into account hybrid clouds, i.e., a combination of computational resources from private and public clouds [13] , or interclouds, i.e., the usage of multiple clouds from different providers [59] . However, outsourcing of particular tasks from an internal data center to a public cloud is deemed to be a major application area for future cloud computing [51] , and usage of multiple clouds in general is a common means to spread risk and circumvent the vendor lock-in issue. Hence, future work on elastic processes should be able to take into account the distinctive features of hybrid clouds or interclouds.
Elasticity Dimensions. All analyzed approaches to scheduling and resource allocation apply resource elasticity, while quality elasticity is partially regarded in some approaches through optimization of turnaround time of elastic processes. However, other quality aspects like reliability or availability are not regarded at all, and even deadlines for particular process instances are not supported by most scheduling approaches discussed in Section 4.1. Since timeliness is a critical factor in business processes, quality elasticity should be considered in elastic process scheduling. Furthermore, there are several cloud providers who offer elastic prices, with Amazon's spot instances being the most popular example. Hence, elastic process scheduling should also be able to take into account cost elasticity.
Data Transfer. Data transfer to and from a VM could lead to additional cost for two reasons: First, many cloud providers charge additional fees for up-and downloading data to and from their cloud infrastructures. Second, based on the provided bandwidth, data transfer may lead to additional VM leasing time. While this is a well-known issue in SWFs [38] , elastic process scheduling and resource allocation do not necessarily take into account cost related to data transfer.
Testbeds. Most of the analyzed approaches for scheduling and resource allocation only provide simulations, with the frameworks presented in Section 5 being notable exceptions [46, 47, 63] . Naturally, a simulator always abstracts from the real world, which may substantially reduce the significance of the proposed solutions, since there are numerous reasons why the performance of cloud computational resources may vary [31] . Hence, scheduling and resource allocation approaches should be developed and tested in testbeds.
Horizontal vs. Vertical Scaling. Current approaches focus on horizontal scaling. However, further optimization may be achieved by also supporting vertical scaling, since it could lead to lower cost when leasing and releasing computational resources. Furthermore, some cloud providers support vertical scaling at runtime, which can lead to increased speed in realizing scaling decisions. Hence, scheduling and resource allocation approaches which are able to support horizontal and vertical scaling at the same time need to be developed.
Design Methodologies. Designing an eBPMS in the cloud is a complex task which requires the design of processes, services, virtual infrastructure, and scaling algorithms as well as dealing with interdependencies between the different aspects. As of now, there is no synchronized design methodology to model processes, events, and infrastructure. However, this is a prerequisite for realizing elastic process landscapes.
KPIs for Scaling Decisions. In traditional cloud setups, scaling decisions have been taken mostly in a reactive fashion based on local knowledge such as CPU, storage or RAM utilization. For elastic BPM, new KPIs for processes, tasks, and infrastructure have to be developed to analyze the situation and derive meaningful global scaling decisions across ASGs. Examples include changes in process backlogs, process complexity, and average process turnaround time [63] .
Challenge 3: Process Monitoring and Data Collection
Common Event Format. Neither for BPM [69] nor in the context of cloud computing there is a common, standardized event format which can be used out of the box. In BPM, there is a tendency to make events interoperable using formats such as the Business Process Analytics Format (BPAF) [98] . In addition, efforts in the IEEE CIS Task Force on Process Mining have led to the upcoming Extensible Event Stream (XES) standard [99] suitable for process mining [100] , which does not consider the specificities of CEP such as single instance processing, flat rather than nested structures, inclusion of business data, etc.
Cloud computing is still in its interoperability infancy. There is no common format or syntax to analyze the performance and/or states of federated cloud resources at all as cloud providers tend to only provide proprietary access to monitoring information.
Common Event Types. Again, neither for BPM nor in the context of cloud computing there is a standardized set of event types for lifecycle events and business events which can be used to design system interaction. A common set of events would alleviate interoperability issues on the semantic, rather than on the syntactic level.
Common Event Triggers. On the one hand, events can be used to derive higher-level knowledge through CEP, which can then be displayed on dashboards or as alerts. On the other hand, events can be used to initiate an insight-to-action feedback loop. Yet neither for BPM nor for cloud infrastructure there is a standardized set of triggers or a standardized interface to trigger such actions.
Challenge 4: Decentralized Coordination for Process Enactment
Decomposition/Decoupling Processes. Decentralized models of eBPMS would work best when the tasks of elastic processes are cleanly decoupled from each other. This implies that task dependencies have to be carefully analyzed and highlydependent tasks clustered together. This impacts the scheduling and resource allocation mechanisms employed as well.
Task Coordination. Coordination mechanisms in distributed systems are well-established. However, there is a need to extend them into richer task coordination mechanisms for decentralized eBPMS. Such mechanisms must be able to support a more detailed vocabulary for communication between the different parts without the cost of increased message complexity.
Challenge 5: State Management
Configuration Management. As discussed in Section 4.5, configuration management is essential for smooth elasticity. In a dynamic environment, it may be impossible to keep track of all the configuration changes. However, there is a need for reliable failure detectors that can detect harmful configuration changes and repair them before they propagate throughout the system.
Common Cloud State Model. While for BPM there are several state models available which are part of standard specifications, e.g., [101] , for cloud computing, state models for virtualized infrastructure are neither standardized nor advertised. They may or may not be derivable from documentation, but there is no common cloud state model which can be used to judge the adequacy of a VM for business process enactment.
State Awareness and State Synchronization. In some of our experiments [23, 63] , we observed issues with scale-down decisions of non-process-aware auto-scaling controllers, such as shutting down VMs that are still actively processing requests. One possible interpretation of this behavior is that standard auto-scalers are optimized for Web applications, where user requests typically need to be answered in sub-second time spans. If, in contrast, a computation-intensive service request takes a minute to be answered, running requests will be interrupted by the auto-scaler. For instance, the standard AWS policy for scale-in is to shutdown the VM that has been running the longest, not the one that is least busy. As argued in Section 4.2, scale-in decisions should be executed in a way that allows running requests to complete. Similarly, shutting down VMs hosting eBPMS instances can be a tricky issue. In particular, a eBPMS may be waiting for services to answer requests of hundreds of process instances simultaneously. Thus, even when the CPU of the VM is largely idle, the eBPMS-level load on the machine can be fairly high. A state-unaware scaler may decide to shutdown a VM hosting an eBPMS, due to low CPU utilization.
In general, VM state and application state should be synchronized, so as to implement better scale-in mechanisms.
Conclusion
Elastic BPM is a promising approach to realize scalable business processes in a cost-efficient and flexible way. Since elastic BPM constitutes a relatively new field of research, the number of respective solutions and research approaches is still small.
Within the scope of this paper, we have analyzed the state of the art in this field, with a focus on the infrastructural challenges of elastic BPM and elastic processes, namely scheduling, resource allocation, process monitoring, decentralized coordination, and state management. Furthermore, two state of the art eBPMS prototypes have been presented, namely the Fuzzy BPM-aware Auto-Scaler by KIT and NICTA and the Vienna Platform for Elastic Processes by TU Vienna.
Our analysis has shown that state of the art approaches provide support for some of the single infrastructural challenges, but holistic solutions are not available yet. In addition, there is a large number of research questions where solutions are so far not available at all. Only if these issues will be solved, potential participants in elastic processes will be encouraged to apply such technologies and realize the potential benefits of elastic processes and elastic BPM.
We expect elastic BPM to have a major impact on both the BPM and the cloud computing research communities. Apart from the technological infrastructural challenges we have focused on, future research may take into account more businessand application-driven research questions and analyze the applicability of elastic processes in different application domains.
